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4.1 Final publishable summary report
Executive Summary
It is well known that in order to ensure a good allocation of public funds and to guarantee the rights
of the statistics final users (government, research institutes, and citizens), statistical data on monetary
and supplementary poverty indicators have to be timely and effective. Effectiveness of statistical data
is a function of their spatial relevance and accuracy.
Nevertheless, official data are often referred only to wider domains (e.g. NUTS 2 Level) and, in
some cases, it happens that the finer is the required spatial detail (LAU 1 and 2 Level), the less
accurate is the estimate. Local Governments have to know accurate data referred to and/or small
domains in order to: 1) ensure monitoring of poverty and inequality; 2) focus on special targets
consisting of segments of population at higher risk of poverty (elusive population); 3) appreciate the
multidimensional nature of poverty and inequality with attention to the non monetary aspects of it
(social exclusion and deprivation); 4) measure the subjective aspects of poverty as they are perceived
by local groups and population.
In this context, the aim of the SAMPLE project (www.sample-project.eu) is to identify and develop
new indicators and models that will help the understanding of inequality and poverty with special
attention to social exclusion and deprivation. Furthermore, SAMPLE also aims at developing
models and implement procedures for estimating these indicators and their corresponding accuracy
measures at the level of non-planned domains.
These goals have been achieved: i) by combining data from national surveys with data from local
administrative databases. In particular, Local Government Agencies (LGAs) often have rich
administrative data, which can be used for monitoring actions aiming at tackling situations of social
exclusion, vulnerability and deprivation. Such data include information on claimants of
unemployment benefit and benefits from other social security programs; ii) with the involvement of
stakeholders and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) representing people experiencing
poverty and which act to prevent poverty. Data of the local stakeholders, who are in direct contact
with people experiencing poverty, had a crucial role in order to identify and develop new poverty
indicators.
Summary description of project context and objectives
The Lisbon European Council (March 2000), assisted by the indications of Nice European Council
(December 2000) and of the Gothenburg Council (2001), agreed to put in place an EU strategy
aiming at making a decisive impact on the eradication of poverty in the European Union Countries
by the year 2010 and also declared year 2010 as the year of struggle against poverty. One topic of
high interest is now therefore the estimation and dissemination of poverty, inequality and life
condition indicators. Such indicators can greatly assist in monitoring living conditions and in guiding
the implementation of policies that aim at improving the living conditions in the EU member states.
Given the growing social, demographic and economic problems, the research community, policy
makers and practitioners place great emphasis on the development of efficient, effective and reliable
indicators and on the collection of high quality data on life conditions not only at national level but
also at regional and at lower geographical levels.
Within this broader context, the SAMPLE project covers very relevant topics for the statistical
knowledge of the European Community members:
i) It utilises the most widely used indicators of poverty, such as Head Count Ratio, Average Poverty
Gap, Sen Index, and of inequality, such as Gini Index, Atkinson Index and the Theil's entropy
measures. The project pays attention also to the multidimensional nature of the phenomenon and to
its non-monetary aspects, as indicated by the Fuzzy Monetary Index and Fuzzy Supplementary Index
(Lemmi and Betti, 2006);
ii) It offers knowledge of the local distribution of poverty and inequality as this is measured by new
and traditional indicators and by their measures of statistical accuracy.
i) The multidimensional nature of wellbeing and poverty is a widely recognised fact, not only by the
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international scientific community, but also by many official statistical agencies and international
institutions. This fact implies a more complete and realistic vision of this phenomenon and also an
increased complexity at both the conceptual and analytical levels. Such a complexity determines the
need for tools of analysis and the availability of statistical data that have to be also adequate,
complete and reliable. Several theoretical contributions emphasize the importance of the
multi-dimensionality, such as the social exclusion theory (Lenoir, 1974; Silver, 1994) and the
functioning and capability approach (Sen, 1985). Although some differences have been outlined, the
two approaches are strictly intertwined. Regarding the methodology utilised in a multivariate setting,
there are essentially two relevant types of approaches. The first consists of theoretical constructions
that are based on opportune and consistent logic models of reference, such as the approach that
derives from the mathematical theory of fuzzy sets. This technique has been effectively developed
also at the dynamic level, allowing the measurement of both persistent and transitory poverty (Cheli
and Lemmi, 1995; Lemmi and Betti, 2006). The second approach refers to multivariate statistical
techniques (discriminant analysis, factor, cluster, multiple correspondences etc.) and aims to
aggregate the ‘disperse’ information contained in a multiplicity of poverty indicators so as to analyse
it within a space of reduced dimension. Both types of approaches have a common goal: to derive
meaningful indicators and measures from the basic statistical information.
ii) It is well known that in order to ensure a good allocation of public funds and to guarantee the
rights of final users of the statistics (government, research institutes and citizens), statistical data
have to be timely and effective. Effectiveness of statistical data is a function of their spatial relevance
and accuracy. Often official data are referred only to wider domains (e.g. NUTS2 level) and,
sometimes, the finer is the required spatial detail, the less accurate is the estimate. Local, national and
European governments need accurate data referred to local areas and/or small domains (LAU1 and
LAU2 levels) in order to:
1. ensure monitoring of poverty and inequality;
2. focus their policies on segments of population at higher risk of poverty, some of them specially
elusive;
3. appreciate the multidimensional nature of poverty and inequality with attention to the
non-monetary aspects of it, such as social exclusion, vulnerability and deprivation;
4. measure the subjective aspects of poverty as they are perceived by local groups and populations.
Drawing from these premises, the SAMPLE project’s aims have been achieved via the following
detailed objectives:
I. identification of new indicators of poverty and social exclusion at LAU1 and LAU2 level;
II. development of new models for estimating the alternative indicators at local level. This will be
achieved via the integration of data from Surveys of Living Conditions in the EU (EU-SILC) with
administrative data from local government agencies;
III. development of new methods to estimate indicators at local level that will make efficient use of
the available multiple data sources;
IV. definition and implementation of practices that will involve stakeholders in the process of
producing and interpreting the alternative poverty and social exclusion indicators.
Description of main S & T results/foregrounds
On the scientific level, the SAMPLE partners have being working towards three different objectives:
1)The identification and development of new poverty indicators
One of the main targets of the SAMPLE Project was to identify and develop new indicators and
models for poverty and inequality with attention to social exclusion, vulnerability and deprivation. In
order to meet these aims it was necessary to recognise the mechanisms and the determinants of
poverty and inequality and to translate them into effective indicators at regional and at local levels.
The first stage of the project was concentrated on both reviewing the thematic scientific literature on
poverty indicators and on developing new multidimensional, fuzzy measures of poverty and
measures of changes in poverty.
On one hand, Partners of WP1 elaborated a manuscript reviewing the scientific literature on poverty
indicators. The following topics has been intensively studied and reviewed: poverty indicators in
fuzzy and non-fuzzy approach, pooled estimates of indicators, poverty and inequality measures for
Regional and Local Governments. The final version of the Literature review has been completed by
the end of February 2009 and was made available to the other partners for the cross-reading activity.
On the other hand, the WP1 partners worked at developing re-sampling methods for variance
estimation for multidimensional measures of poverty with particular attention to the Jackknife
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Repeated Replication (JRR) and Bootstrap methods. The working group was also deeply involved in
the development of SAS and R programs for poverty measures and variance estimation to be
distributed at EU level. In this context, the main objective was the integration of the classical
indicators of poverty with the definition of fuzzy monetary and supplementary indicators.
Another objective of WP1 has been pooled estimates of indicators, i.e. the construction of poverty
measures at local level from several waves and the comparison between different EU-SILC waves
results with focus on the local longitudinal changes. Methodological aspects, in particular concerning
cumulation over space and time from repeated multi-country surveys, have been provided taking
illustrations from European social surveys and simple models have been developed to illustrate the
effect on variance of pooling over correlated samples.
Results have been provided for Poland, Czech Republic and Italy, providing an improvement in
sampling precision.
More in details, Concerning the development of innovative methodology, the WP1 partners focused
their activity on developing new multidimensional and fuzzy measures of poverty and re-sampling
methods for variance estimation for these measures. They introduced alternative propositions of
definition of deprivation indicators to the education, the labour market and the health condition
dimensions. New multidimensional approach to the poverty measurement introduced by CRIDIRE
(Integrated Fuzzy and Relative Approach - IFR) was expanded by new fuzzy measures of the depth
of relative poverty (monetary poverty) and deprivation (non-monetary poverty). Concerning the
re-sampling methods for variance estimation, Jackknife Repeated Replication (JRR) and Bootstrap
methods were adopted and implemented. SAS and R program was written for application of JRR
method of variance estimations for poverty indicators and SAS program was written for application
of bootstrap method of variance estimations for poverty indicators. Original SAS and R programs for
calculation of the new fuzzy and non-fuzzy approach poverty measures were written.
Practical calculations using developed methodology and programs were carried out to compare the
degree of poverty and deprivation using the fuzzy approach. These have been applied to EU-SILC
countries data for 2004-2005-2006-2007. Then an application to the Polish regions in 2007 and in the
Polish regions and the Italian regions in 2008 has been done. The bases for the analyses conducted
were the micro data from EU-SILC (2007 and 2008). The results of estimations (fuzzy measures with
their standard errors) show that poverty in Poland and Italy has many dimensions and that its
measurement based solely on monetary variables is highly insufficient.
In addition, the group introduced alternative proposition of assessment of the changes in poverty
applying the developed IFR approach. The proposed methodology ensures that the changes in
poverty are subjected not only to the changes in distribution of household incomes (in monetary
poverty dimension) and in distribution of the values of deprivation symptoms (in non-monetary
poverty dimensions) but also to changes in the levels of real household income and the values of
deprivation symptoms. Moreover, the re-sampling method of standard errors estimations (bootstrap
method) was developed. Original SAS programs for the assessment of changes in poverty using the
on new (multidimensional and fuzzy) and classical (unidimensional and non-fuzzy) measures were
written. SAS program was also written for application of bootstrap method of standard errors
estimations to analyses the changes in poverty. The developed methodology and programs were
employed in assessment of the changes in poverty in Poland for years 2005-2008.
Concerning pooled estimates of indicators, the work addresses some statistical aspects relating to
improving the sampling precision of such indicators for subnational regions in EU countries, in
particular through the cumulation of data over rounds of regularly repeated national surveys.
EU-SILC data have been used for this purpose. A standard integrated design has been adopted by
nearly all EU countries. It involves a rotational panel in which a new sample of households and
persons is introduced each year to replace one quarter of the existing sample. Persons enumerated in
each new sample are followed-up in the survey for four years. The design yields each year a
cross-sectional sample, as well as longitudinal samples of various durations. Two types of measures
can be so constructed at the regional level by aggregating information on individual elementary units:
average measures such as totals, means, rates and proportions constructed by aggregating or
averaging individual values; and distributional measures, such as measures of variation or dispersion
among households and persons in the region. Average measures are often more easily constructed or
are available from alternative sources. Distributional measures tend to be more complex and are less
readily available from sources other than complex surveys; at the same time, such measures are more
pertinent to the analysis of poverty and social exclusion. An important point to note is that, more than
at the national level, many measures of averages can also serve as indicators of disparity and
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deprivation when seen in the regional context: the dispersion of regional means is of direct relevance
in the identification of geographical disparity. Survey data such as from EU-SILC can be used in
different forms or manners to construct regional indicators. Results for Poland, Czech Republic and
Italy have been elaborated.
Another crucial part of the SAMPLE project was the active involvement of Third Sector
organizations in the proposal of new indicators.
PP-UROPS acquired some of the non-profit organizations databases and integrated them with
administrative archives, retrieving with a special survey (Delphi method) their point of view on
poverty and social exclusion and on the usefulness of poverty indicators. All data and indicators were
considered referring to a multidimensional approach.
In this context, task 1.4 was dedicated to the feedback with local stakeholders on indicators for local
government. The partners involved have conducted a survey among local stakeholders in order to
know their point of view on poverty and social exclusion and on the usefulness of poverty indicators.
As far as the selection of the stakeholders, the WP1 partners involved in this task decided to include
all institutional and non institutional organisations carrying out actions against poverty in a
multidimensional sense (not only against extreme poverty, but also against social exclusion).
Organizations not acting directly, but having a particular viewpoint on this phenomenon were
involved too. At the end of this process 690 (six hundred ninety) stakeholders were selected.
The instrument used for the survey was an on-line questionnaire. The respondents were 252
stakeholders, of which 42,2% are associations; the 37,2% public administrations; the 10,3% Parishes
and Caritas Centers. Then there are Social Cooperatives 9,3% and Informal groups 1%. The
questions proposed in the survey to local stakeholders covered the following fields: the information
system used; their opinion about classic poverty indicators; their opinion about poverty situation;
their proposals about new poverty indicators; their opinion about the creation of a Poverty
Observatory. About the poverty indicators, the 68,2% of local stakeholders considers that indicators
are very useful for the planning of social policies. The 42,1% thinks that they are also very useful for
the implementation of their activities. They also suggest new indicators to monitor poverty: the debt
(which is the more relevant indicator), the quality of food and the quality of housing. They also
emphasize the difficulties in payment of utility bills due to low incomes and the phenomenon of job
insecurity. Another suggested indicator is the capability of access to services, which is the knowledge
and usability of services directed to citizens in distress.
Other indicators are those created by the Tuscany Regional Network of Social Observatories to build
the Health Profile at local level: demographic profile, economic profile, health condition, elderly,
families and youngsters, immigration, disability, mental health, dependences. Within the SAMPLE
project we created a link with this regional activity and we selected all the indicators that have a
connection with the phenomena of poverty and social exclusion (most of all).
The methodology used to conduct the interviews was the Delphi Method, i.e. a systematic,
interactive method which relies on a panel of experts. The experts were asked to answer to the
questionnaires twice. After each round, a facilitator or “administrator” made a summary of the results
of the previous round anonymously and explained the reasons of their answers. In this way, the
experts were encouraged to revise their first answers taking into consideration the replies of other
members of their panel.
The Delphi Method relies on the believe that during this process the range of the answers decreases
and the group converges towards the "correct" answer.

2) Local agreements for data access and the treatment of administrative data
As for the availability of data, a major effort has been done by partners involved in WP1, WP2, WP3
in order to establish, on one hand, agreements with National Statistical Offices; on the other hand, to
activate and consolidate contacts with important local public agencies in order to have access to their
administrative local databases.
In particular, the partners of WP1 have established agreements with their National Statistical Offices:
Polish GUS gave access to the project (all consortium members) to Polish LFS, HBS (Household
Budget Survey) and EU-SILC micro-data; moreover, the University of Siena gave access to the
project to EU-SILC micro-data. Finally, in the first and second semester, the Province of Pisa has
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supported Istat for the sampling design and selection of 650 households to be interviewed, for
contacts with managers of Statistical Offices of Municipalities, for information and dissemination
about EU-SILC oversampling.
As far as concerns the partners involved in WP2, a lot of effort has been placed in obtaining real data
from Statistical Offices of Italy and Spain. They have mainly got survey data from the Spanish and
Italian EU-SILC (European survey on income and living conditions) for years 2004-2006. Other
statistical sources have been employed to complete the data files of auxiliary variables.
As it is well known, in EU countries there is great lack of statistical information on income and
living conditions below the NUTS2 level. These administrative data sources can be exploited to
obtain estimates of living conditions and poverty indicators. However, some of them produce biased
estimates because they are referred only to people eligible for obtaining a service (i.e. medicare,
pensions, enrolment in social programs). Therefore, the production of periodical and low cost
estimates based on administrative data requires a first correction step. These estimates are very useful
to support local social policies by aiding the monitoring of poverty and social exclusion.
Specifically, the aims of WP3 have been:
1. the definition of living conditions indicators based on administrative data;
2. the collection and exploration of administrative and NGO databases locally available in some
focus areas;
3. the definition of standard operating procedures and models that could be applied “to weight”
indicators obtained from administrative databases in order to correct for the potential self-selection
bias in administrative data;
4. signing agreements and wide partnerships with local authorities to accomplish these objectives and
to set up an observation system supporting local policies.
Concerning the first point:
a) we integrated the SAMPLE project in a process, coordinated by Tuscany Region, of selection of
indicators useful for planning. At the end of this process we arrived at a list of 250 indicators useful
to estimate health’s and social state of the population: demographic profile, health’s determinants,
health state, essential levels of sanitary assistance, social and sanitary assistance
b) we asked to our local stakeholders (with a survey) their judgment about the relevance of poverty
indicators and especially about the European indicators and their proposals about new indicators
Concerning the second point:
The SAMPLE Consortium got access to the following databases concerning the Province of Pisa:
- the entire Job centre database (IDOL)
- part of the Revenue agency database (SIATEL)
For what concerns the third sector, the Consortium obtained the access to the Caritas database
(MIROD).
Moving from these databases a set of indicators were calculated for analyzing the living conditions
of two population subgroups: the “socially-integrated” group, composed mainly by people with a
house and/or a job; the “socially-emarginated” group composed mainly by Italian homeless and
migrants. For what concerns the first group, a set of indicators concerning income and
unemployment were calculated. For what concerns the second group, it was possible to depict the
profile of the Caritas services typical user. It is worth stressing the essential contribute of this last
source in covering a segment of population generally not covered by official statistics.
Concerning the third point:
We have built an integrated database for the year 2008 having PI-Silc (the EU-SILC oversampling
for the Province of Pisa) as the core dataset and the linked administrative data sets (IDOL and
SIATEL) as satellites for in depth analysis on specific aspects (labour, income, taxes). Thus, for a set
of individuals (i.e. the PI-Silc units linked to the IDOL and SIATEL databases), information is
available from each of the integrated data sources (see Deliverable 11). For the year 2009 we have
collected and analysed data coming from the PI-Silc and a set of administrative databases not usually
used for statistical purposes.
Due to confidentiality issues, the Consortium could actually access less than the expected amount of
administrative data sets. This changed partially the objectives of the project in two respects. On the
one hand it reduced considerably the quantity of information especially on pensioners. On the other
hand it did not allow for running a proper integration procedure between the PI-Silc and the
administrative databases (SIATEL and IDOL).
It is worth reminding that the final outcome of task 3.3 was the building of a model for estimating
administrative indicators corrected for self selection bias. The method (see Deliverable 9) relied on
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the possibility of linking the PI-Silc and the administrative databases at individual level.
As expected, the attempt to match the PI-Silc and MIROD data resulted in very few matched units
given the different populations covered by the two data sources. As a consequence the Caritas data
were discarded and only the SIATEL and IDOL databases were used in the integration procedures.
Due to confidentiality issues, some demographic variables were removed from PI-Silc, IDOL and
MIROD making the linking procedure more difficult. Thus, the integrating process results were not
completely satisfying. Partially changing the task 3.3 objective, we decided to focus on the matched
dataset in order to: i). gross up administrative-based indicators using the PI-Silc sample weights;
analyse the administrative-based indicators taking into account the characteristics of the households
whom the individuals belong to (see Deliverable 11 for methods and results).
Concerning fourth point:
Within the SAMPLE project PP-UROPS created a first local Observatory on poverty, vulnerability
and social exclusion. The focal achievements are:
- a formal agreement between the Province of Pisa and three local Caritas Agencies for a permanent
monitoring of poverty and social exclusion, accessing to the data of Caritas Counselling Centers.
Caritas is one of the most important international organisation that implements actions to contrast
poverty;
- the involvement of 252 stakeholders (institutions and third sector organisations) to create a local
network of qualified “antennas” on the territory. The main instrument for their involvement has been
the above mentioned survey using the Delphi Method
(http://www.sample-project.eu/it/the-project/deliverables-docs.html - see D10 and the participation in
the development of the project software.
3)The development of innovative methodology
The context of the contribution of WP2 partners to the SAMPLE project is framed within the small
area estimation of the FGT poverty measures, introduced by Foster, Greer and Thornbecke (1984) .
This is done using extra information coming from:
a. spatial dependence in the areas: we proposed to borrow strength from space using Spatial
Fay-Herriot models, which are area level models in which the area effects follow a Simultaneously
Autorregresive (SAR) Process.
b. unit level data: these kind of data contains very relevant information that could be used to find
good small area estimators of FGT poverty measuyres through the use of unit level models such as
the nested error linear regression model of Battese, Harter and Fuller (1999) .
c. spatio-temporal correlation: we proposed to find some area level spatio-temporal model which
helped to borrow strength from time and space.
d. time dependence in the areas: we proposed to borrow strength from time using area-level linear
mixed models with time-dependent random effects.
e. Time dependence in the areas and population groups: we proposed to borrow strength from time
within population groups (mainly, sex groups) by using area-level linear mixed models with
time-dependent random effects. Here the time dependency may vary from group to group.
f. time dependence in the individuals: we proposed to borrow strength from time using unit-level
linear mixed models with time-dependent random effects. Further, we propose to take advantage of
the hierarchical structure of the population for employing unit-level models at territories (units) with
low level of aggregation
The objectives of WP2 are:
• development of methodology for the estimation of FGT poverty measures in small areas using the
information described in (a)-(g).
• development of methodology for the approximation of the mean squared errors of the obtained
small area estimators of FGT poverty measures.
• carrying out simulation studies to analyze the performance of the developed methodology and
compare it with existing procedures.
• applying the obtained results to Spanish and Italian data from the Survey on Income and Living
conditions to estimate FGT measures in Spanish and/or Italian areas (regions, provinces,
municipalities).
• development of free software to apply all the proposed procedures, including complete software
documentation (R routines).
Within WP2, The following S&T results have been developed:
• methodology for small area estimation of FGT poverty measures using spatial Fay-Herriot models,
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together with methods for approximation of mean squared errors of small area estimators based on
parametric and nonparametric bootstrap. Free software with appropriate documentation has been
created.
• methodology for small area estimation of FGT poverty measures using unit level models through
the Empirical Best/Bayes (EB) method with Monte Carlo approximation. A bootstrap procedure has
been proposed for the estimation of the mean squared errors of small area estimators based on EB
method. A faster version of the method is also developed. Free software with appropriate
documentation has been created.
• methodology for small area estimation of FGT poverty measures using area level spatio-temporal
models, together with a parametric bootstrap method for approximation of mean squared errors of
small area estimators obtained from that model. Free software with appropriate documentation has
been created.
• methodology for small area estimation of FGT poverty measures using time-dependent linear
mixed models, together with methods for approximation of mean squared errors of small area
estimators based on parametric and nonparametric bootstrap. Free software with appropriate
documentation has been created.
• methodology for small area estimation of FGT poverty measures using partitioned time-dependent
linear mixed models, together with methods for approximation of mean squared errors of small area
estimators based on parametric and nonparametric bootstrap. Free software with appropriate
documentation has been created.
• methodology for small area estimation of FGT poverty measures using unit level linear mixed
models, together with methods for approximation of mean squared errors of small area estimators
based on parametric and nonparametric bootstrap. Free software with appropriate documentation has
been created.
• methodology for small area estimation of the income distribution function and of FGT and/or Fuzzy
poverty measures using linear, robust, nonparametric and geographically weighted M-quantile
models, together with analytical or bootstrap estimators of mean squared error of small area
estimators. Free software with appropriate documentation has been created.
Applying Small Area Methodologies to the Italian survey EU-SILC 2007: some results
DSMAE and SOTON/MANCHESTER have developed small area methodologies based mainly on
M-quantile models. In particular, they proposed linear, robust, nonparametric and geographically
weighted M-quantile regression models. These methodologies have been applied to obtain estimates
at provincial and municipal levels (LAU1 – LAU2), using data from the Italian survey EU-SILC
2007. They focused on three Italian regions: Lombardia, in the North of the Italy; Toscana, in Central
Italy; and Campania, in Southern Italy. The choice of these three regions, out of the 20 existing
regions in Italy, is motived by the geographical differences characterizing the Italian territory. In
particular, DSMAE and SOTON/MANCHESTER have investigated the so-called “north-south”
divide characterizing the Italian territory, since each of the three regions can be considered as
representative of the corresponding geographical area of Italy (Northern, Central and
Southern/Insular). The main result is the higher incidence of poverty in the provinces of Campania.
For this region the estimates of the incidence of poverty, i.e. the percentage of households below the
poverty line (9504 Euros, corresponding to the 60% of the national median income), are between
25% and 44%. Unlike Campania, in Lombardia and in Toscana the ranges of the incidence of
poverty are between 10% and 19% and 11% and 26% respectively. Moreover, the estimated mean
equivalised income also suggests a gap between these three Italian regions and their provinces.
Applying Small Area Methodologies to the Spanish surveys EU-SILC 2004-6: some results
The small area methodologies developed by UC3M and UMH have been applied to data from the
Spanish surveys EU-SILC 2004-6, focusing on the whole set of the Spanish provinces. The aim of
the applications is to estimate poverty indicators by province and sex. A wide variety of procedures
have been applied, including Empirical Best Prediction (EBP) and Empirical Best Linear Unbiased
Prediction (EBLUP) method based on time, space and spatio-temporal mixed models. From the
socioeconomic point of view, UC3M and UMH have investigated the so-called “North-East to
South-West” division characterizing the Spanish territory. From the mapping of poverty indicators at
province level, the Spanish regions could be classified in three subsets. First one contains the regions
with the lowest poverty incidence, like Cataluña, Aragón, Navarra, País Vasco, Cantabria and
Baleares. The second subset contains the regions having an intermediate position, like Galicia, La
Rioja, Castilla León, Asturias, Comunidad Valenciana and Madrid. Finally the third subset contains
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those regions with higher poverty incidence, like Andalucía, Extremadura, Murcia, Castilla La
Mancha, Canarias, Canarias, Ceuta and Melilla.
The 2008 EU-SILC oversampling for the Italian Province of Pisa – Some results
DSMAE estimated the mean and median equivalised household income, the rate of households
declaring to be unable to face unexpected financial expenses and other poverty indicators using data
coming form the EU SILC 2008 oversampling for the Province of Pisa. All these estimates are
computed at provincial level, that is for the Province of Pisa, and also at a finer geographical level,
namely for the five ‘Health Societies’ of the province of Pisa.
The mean of the equivalised household income was equal to 18,820 Euros, in the Province of Pisa in
2007. In terms of income quantiles, the 20% of the households in the Province had an equivalised
income under 11,000 Euros, the 50% under 16,707 Euros and the 80% under 23,576 Euros. As far as
concerns some of the main household characteristics, in the Province of Pisa an increasing level of
education of the head of household corresponds to a higher level of household income, both in terms
of mean and percentile estimates. In terms of gender, if the head is a male, the estimated mean
household income is significantly higher, around 19,500 Euros, with respect to the nearly 15,500
Euros estimated for the households where the head is a female.
The Head Count Ratio (HCR) or at-risk-of-poverty-rate of the Province of Pisa is equal to 15.8%.
The HCRs estimated for four out of the five Health Societies in the Province are very similar to the
provincial estimate, even if characterised by higher estimated standard errors.
The main result standing from the oversampling direct estimates is that the economic, poverty and
social benefits indicators of the five Health Societies of the Province of Pisa are characterized by
certain variability. Thus, computing the direct estimates only at provincial level would mask the
important differences emerging when repeating the analysis at a more detailed geographical level.
Another interesting result is the variability between the different computed indicators. In particular,
areas characterized by low mean and median household income estimates can be characterized by
low estimated discomfort indicators. That is, direct income estimates and indicators of perceived
economic discomfort can give different indication of the poverty and living conditions in a given
area. Thus, it is important to always consider both types of indicators when analysing the areas of
interest.
4) A data-centered social application
Within SAMPLE, SR developed a web-based software implementing one of the core part of the
project (please refer to D23 for a detailed description of the software). In fact, the main goal of WP4
was to develop an application, whose objectives would be:
• to give a real-world application of SAMPLE results;
• to support policy-making and implementation at the local level;
• to contribute to the public awareness by creating information-rich, easy to use, easy-to-understand
graphics (unveiling the meaning of data without hiding their complexity);
• share knowledge and improve local capabilities.
The software is meant to feed the local policy makers with robust, disaggregated and up-to-date
indicators for a knowledge-based planning. This web application (portal) intends to be the entry point
for social inclusion activities in the province of Pisa. In this perspective, we involved from the
beginning all local stakeholders in the application design, asking them for suggestions about the
desired software layout and functionalities.
At the end of the project, the software will be used by the Local Observatory on Poverty and Social
Exclusion to monitor Laeken indicators and other relevant selected social indicators at province
(LAU1) and municipality (LAU2) level. The aim is to improve the knowledge of the phenomena and
the local social policies, increasing participation and collaboration between all local stakeholders
involved in fighting and preventing social exclusion.
The software allows to store and to update the raw administrative data and the automatic processing
and calculation of most indicators. The core engine of the software uses some advanced R functions
and SAE algorithms, developed in WP2, using administrative and survey data to estimate living
condition variables (such as income, consumption, savings, poverty, housing, etc.) and improving the
quality of the estimations allowing the calculation of poverty indicators. Correction algorithms,
developed in WP3 and based on EU-SILC samples, will be used to minimize the bias in the estimates
from administrative sources.
This software package has 3 main modules:
- Database module;
- Computing algorithms;
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- Graphical reports and indicators.
Data Management and Reporting
The first module of the application, the core of the system is the data and reporting module.
A slick web interface allows administrative users to easily load raw statistical data (Eusilc,
administrative data and others), and applies R engine calculations by selecting a few input
parameters. We implemented the methodologies and the R routines developed in WP 3 for data
linkage between EUSILC oversampling data and administrative databases. We will obtain two kinds
of indicators: 1) indicators from EUSILC survey; 2) unbiased indicators from administrative data.
The calculated data (indicators) will be saved on a MySQL database.
This database will be then exposed as a web service with a Google wire protocol compliant data
source, available for everyone to query it.
As for the data visualization, again we used Google tools to reach the most widespread audience:
Google Visualization APIs allows embedding interactive charts, graphs or other graphics on any web
page, easily, even by non skilled and non technical users.
Using the available visualization applications, the general public will be able to create reports and
dashboards based on the SAMPLE database.
On the front-end, our portal application itself uses these technologies: we show our data in interactive
graphic visualizations made by using the same Visualization APIs.
Social Networking Tools
The application is based upon a social networking tool, to build upon the involvement and
collaboration of local stakeholders. That is why we primarily asked their interest to take an active
role in the building of the web portal.
Our platform of choice is the Elgg framework (http://elgg.org/), which comes with advanced user
management and administration, social networking features, cross-site tagging, a powerful ACL,
internationalisation support, and more.
Website registered users will be able to:
• create their own interest groups and blogs inside the portal;
• communicate with microblogging tools (à la Twitter);
• share documentation with team (group) mates;
• upload publicly available documentation;
• discuss and comment (almost) every piece of content (news, topics, graphics and so on..).
Within these foundations, a version two of the platform could allow users to create their own data
mashups straight inside the application. Even in this first version, people will be able to use third
party visualization tools like the above mentioned ones.
News and Documentation
The third module (front-end) disseminates and shares the data and the indicators by creating
information-rich, easy to use, easy-to-understand graphics (unveiling the meaning of data without
hiding their complexity). The front-end is empowered by social tools (blog, feed, personal profiles,
etc.) aiming at boosting public awareness and active participation among local stakeholders
(http://lab.sample-project.eu).
Apart from data gathered within the Sample project, the application is a repository for collecting
various documentation, other statistics and news of stakeholders' interest.
Most information will be open to the general public for viewing and downloading:
• statistics and indicators
• official programming acts and regulations
• useful links and resources
• registered users “open” discussions
It is open to debate whether to let people view everything as guests, or require a simple registration
(only an email address) to enter the portal. This is one of the choices we will take according to our
stakeholders' opinion.
Potential impact and main dissemination activities and exploitation results
One of the main targets of the project was the development and study of new indicators of poverty
and living conditions alongside existing indicators.
The newly defined multidimensional and fuzzy measures of poverty and deprivation measures offer
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new knowledge to research on the measurement of these phenomena and therefore contribute to
changes to the standard ways of measuring poverty and deprivation.
The tools developed by WP1 partners, i.e. the WSE team, in cooperation with CRIDIRE and
CES-GUS, can assist in identifying problematic areas of different poverty and deprivation
dimensions and thus in implementing area specific policies. The deliverables by the WSE team and
the partners work provide the regional and the local governmental agencies with reliable indications
about the actual dimensions of poverty and deprivation and therefore will impact their routine
activities.
Concerning variance estimation of poverty indexes, Professor Verma has taken part in the “2010
International Conference on Comparative EU Statistics on Income and Living Condition” (Warsaw,
25-26 March 2010) where he has showed two papers shared with Professor Gianni Betti: “Sampling
and non-sampling errors in EU-SILC” and “Robustness of some EU-SILC based indicators at
regional level”.
Results concerning the fuzzy multidimensional approach to poverty have been presented: at the
conference ‘New indicators and models for inequality and poverty with attention to social exclusion,
vulnerability and deprivation’ in Elche (June 2009); at the NTTS Eurostat Conference 2010; at Siena
SAMPLE Seminar (October 2010); NTTS Eurostat Conference 2011.
Results concerning pooled estimates of indicators ha been presented at the following conferences and
seminars: Conference “Social Challenges under Demographic Change and Economic
Transformation” (Warsaw, December 2008); Workshop “Metodi quantitativi per l’analisi delle
condizioni di vita: nuove concettualizzazioni, stime statistiche e procedure operative” (Modena, 30
January 2009); 45th Scientific Meeting of the Italian Statistical Society (Padua, 16-18 June 2010);
ITACOSM 2009 Siena Conference; Siena SAMPLE Seminar (October 2010); NTTS Eurostat
Conference 2011.
1. Tomasz Panek presented the multidimensional assessment of poverty in Poland by voivodships in
2007 during the press conference dedicated for mass media (TV, radio, newspapers), organised by
the Central Statistical Office (December 2009). The presented empirical results based on the
methodology worked out within the SAMPLE Project.
2. WSE participated in the organisation of the open scientific seminar (March 2010) during which the
SAMPLE project objectives and the stage reached by the International Consortium in the project
performance were presented. In the seminar took part researches from the universities, staff members
both the Central Statistical Office and Regional Offices as well as representatives of the Ministry of
Labour and Social Policy, Chancellery of the Council of Ministers and Mazovian Centre for Social
Policy. Moreover, the WSE and CES-GUS team (J. Kordos - WSE, A. Zieba-Pietrzak - WSE, R.
Wieczorkowski - GUS) presented the paper entitled Comparison of two bootstrap methods of
standard error estimation for some poverty measures.
3. Tomasz Panek presented the paper Multidimensional analysis of poverty in Poland in the period
2005-2008 in Seminar on Poverty in Poland organised by Central Statistical Office (February 2011).
The published text of presentation was distributed to central governmental bodies, local
governmental bodies and research centres.
Finally, from the policymakers point of view, the deliverables of the project will impact the routine
activities of the local governmental agencies and will provide NGOs with fresh and reliable
indications about the actual consistency and dimensions of poverty at a useful local level. This
impact (local governmental agencies and NGO impact) should be realized in a general manner: in
other words the European perspective used in the project assures that the day by day activities of
these agencies will follow a European standard in monitoring poverty instead of local best practices.
Among the outputs of WP1, closely related to WP3 (task 3.4), it is crucial to highlight another
important Sample output which has a strong political and societal impact potentiality: the design of
the Observation System to monitor poverty and social exclusion. In this context, task 1.4 was
dedicated to the feedback with local stakeholders on indicators for local government. The partners
involved have conducted a survey among local stakeholders in order to know their point of view on
poverty and social exclusion and on the usefulness of poverty indicators. The most important results
of the survey are: i)the activation of an important local network of associations, public
administrations, parishes, counselling centers that are involved in local actions against poverty; and
ii)the creation of a mailing list of more than 200 stakeholders that want to share a web space,
documents and good practices on actions against poverty. The results of the survey are disseminated
by the Province of Pisa web site (http://www.provincia.pisa.it/interno.php?id=39490&lang=it).
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Furthermore, within the SAMPLE project and in collaboration with the Tuscany Region, a set of
indicators have been developed which will be used by Health Societies for their planning of social
policies.
Now the next challenges to pursue are:
1. To disseminate our experience at regional level. The Tuscany Region has created a group of
coordination of actions against poverty and the the Province of Pisa will use this experience to
disseminate the SAMPLE results. One of the aim of this regional group is the opening to European
experiences and good practices exchange;
2. To animate the local network. The Province of Pisa intends to better involve the network of
qualified stakeholders created within the Sample project;
3. Finally, PP-UROPS and SR are willing to disseminate to other local policymakers the data, the
indicators and the software to monitor the Laeken indicators and other relevant selected social
indicators at province and municipality level.
On this level, the potential impact directly related to WP3, can be summerised as follows:
• A deeper knowledge of poverty and living conditions in the Province of Pisa at sub provincial level;
• A better knowledge of the accessed administrative databases for statistical research purposes. The
acquired experience could be useful for building more harmonised and statistical-oriented databases.
• Standardisation of data collection and data dissemination
• Developpement of new services based on public data and crowdsourcing
• Improvement of policies through a more evidence based social planning
• Enhancing Local Network capabilities of understanding and acting against social exclusion
• Involvement of citizen in social policy planning
• Citizens – local authorities interactions
• Promotion of the new model of politics: government 2.0
• More transparency and accountability:
• Better use of public resources
• Better policy impact evaluation
• More trust in public local authorities
Furthermore, the tools developed in this project will assist in identifying problematic areas and thus
in implementing local specific policies. In this respect, the participation of research institutions from
new and older EU member states enabled the use of different data sources for examining the
robustness and applicability of the methodology.
In this context, the potential impact of the contribution of WP2 to society is huge: the measurement
of poverty in a compulsory step before trying to administer policies to reduce regional inequality and
to enhance the economic convergence of European regions. The developed methodology has been
applied to European data, but it be potentially applied in practically any country in the world with
valid statistical data. Moreover, some of the developed methodology is so general that it has potential
use in other fields such as health, allowing to estimate practically any non-linear measure in small
areas. The EB method developed within the SAMPLE project have been proved to improve
significantly existing procedures that were well established in the World Bank.
As the distribution of direct estimates of non linear parameters is often close to normality, the
introduced area-level models, developed within the SAMPLE project, are widely applicable.
The methodology developed by the Consortium could be applied to other areas of social research.
The small area estimation techniques that this project has developed can be employed for example, in
estimating educational inequalities at finer levels of geography. This can be achieved by integrating
data from sample surveys that collect information on educational outcomes and administrative data
such as the Pupil Level Annual School Census (PLASC), which is a Census of students in the UK.
Another area of potential application is in estimating health related outcomes also at finer
geographical levels. The project will further advance the understanding of record linkage processes
required for integrating administrative with survey data and the problems associated with
administrative data such as self-selection bias. The knowledge gained during this project will then be
transferable to other areas of social research that require integration from multiple data sources. Last
but not least, the tools that this project will develop -software, questionnaires, guides of good
practise- can then be employed for studying other social phenomena.
The methodology produced by the project is in depth tested in the Pisa Province (Italy). It can be
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extended outside this region because:
a) the small area models that will be developed are general i.e. are not restricted to data from a
specific European country;
b) the flow-chart of the procedure used to (i) find registers and administrative sources on poverty and
deprivation, (ii) ensure logical integrity of data, (iii) change of definitions and the sense of variables,
(iv) integrate the administrative data with the data from EU-SILC and (v) identify and correct the
eventual self-selection bias, is general and not restricted to data from a specific European country.
Depending on the availability of the data, the geographical level at which the output will be produced
might change from country.
There are additional developmental benefits that may results from the project implementation,
including spin-off and demonstration effects, which are likely to influence good practice in LGAs.
In case that we do not get the expected survey and administrative data, we could overcome the
problem by using confidential data in a safe setting. The team has extensive experience in using
confidential data in a safe setting. For example, the partner from the University of Manchester is
currently using small area micro-data in a safe setting in the Office for National Statistics
Headquarters in London. In case small area micro-data cannot be released, we can apply the same
procedure by coming to an agreement with the respective National Statistical Institute, NGOs and
LGAs.
WP4 has developed a web-based software implementing some of the main deliverables of the
project. It will feed the local policy makers with robust, disaggregated and up-to-date indicators for a
knowledge-based planning. This web application (portal) is meant to be the entry point for social
inclusion activities in the province of Pisa. In this perspective, we involved from the beginning all
local stakeholders in the application design, asking them for suggestions about the desired software
layout and functionalities.
The software will be used by the Local Observatory on Poverty and Social Exclusion to monitor
Laeken indicators and other relevant selected social indicators at province (LAU1) and municipality
(LAU2) level. The aim is to improve the knowledge of the phenomena and the local social policies,
increasing participation and collaboration between all local stakeholders involved in fighting and
preventing social exclusion. (unveiling the meaning of data without hiding their complexity). The
front-end is empowered by social tools (blog, feed, personal profiles, etc.) aiming at boosting public
awareness and active participation among local stakeholders.
The long-term outcome of WP4 is to improve the understanding of the social exclusion processes at a
local level by all people working in the field of social policy making.
This web application (portal) will be the entry point for social inclusion activities in the Province of
Pisa.
The target of this WP6 has been to ensure that appropriate dissemination of all project results has
been undertaken and results are disseminated within the research network in a meaningful way. This
will be achieved first of all by encouraging discussions between public actors, and by presenting
results in ways that will be useful to policymakers at various levels (that is: national, regional and
subregional level).
Concerning our website, at this moment (13 april 2011) we get to 14.159 contacts with a mean.
We disseminate Sample results in all the countries of Sample partners and also at european level. We
participate also to the campaign of “2010 European year for combating poverty and social
exclusion”.
Particularly in Italy we obtained good results in involving institution and third sector organizations.
Within Sample project we created a social network of more than 250 stakeholders that are active
involved in policies against poverty and social exclusion.
In Italy we also disseminated our experience at regional level. The Tuscany Region has created a
group of coordination of poverty activities and we’ll use this experience to disseminate our results.
The SAMPLE Dissemination Phase started during the project Kick- off Meeting, which took place in
Pisa on 15-16 May 2009. In this occasion the PP –PC organized a local press conference and
presented a draft of the SAMPLE Communication Plan to the Consortium General Assembly.
The first activity of dissemination was the redaction of a dissemination plan (Deliverable 3) in which
were synthesized the main tools, procedures, and achieve to maximize the impact and the activities
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of dissemination of activities project. In particular, there are individuated in details the phases of
dissemination, an analysis of target groups to join with project activities, the general rules to follow
by all partnership, the communication tools, the expected outputs, and the reporting activity.
For this last point was predisposed a model of report dissemination activities to be used by all
partners to monitor the local event or the presentation of sample project in other important specific
meetings and conferences.
Our main tools have been products like the brochure, the website, journal articles, reports, papers and
activities like project meeting, participation to conferences, academic courses.
A) BROCHURE
Print and diffusion of brochures in English and Italian.
B) WEBSITE
Website management and updating. The website has been implemented during the life of the project
with the contribution of some partners. The language is English. It has an intranet section and an
external area. We used intranet section for communication between partners, file sharing, internal
agenda, etc. Each partner had the possibility to edit news and event, to put on line documents, report,
all materials product in the inside meeting. In the external area we published all the documents about
the project, the presentation of Sample partners, all the deliverables, news, the agenda of Sample
meetings, the power point presentations, etc. We inserted also many european useful links and many
useful links from partners’ countries: some partners sent us a list of contacts (reviews, web site list)
both at institutional and not institutional level.
C) PROJECT MEETINGS AND PARTICIPATION TO CONFERENCES*
In the first semester of the project we predisposed an agenda of internal calendar of project meeting
and a calendar of external meeting in which partner will participate and in which spread out the
objective and first result of project. We did 5 project meeting:
1. Kick off Meeting (15-16 may 2008)
2. Brussels Meeting (17-18 february 2009)
3. Elche (2-3 July 2009)
4. Varsaw (24 march 2010)
5. Siena Sample Meeting (4-6 October 2010)
6. Brussels (24 february 2011)
In some cases project meetings were inserted or linked to important international meetings:
• New Techniques and Technologies for Statistics (NTTS 2009), Brussels 2009
• SAE2009 Conference on Small Area Estimation (Elche 2009)
• Forum of Inequalities (Siena)
• New Techniques and Technologies for Statistics (NTTS 2009), Brussels 2011
*for the participation to other conferences by Sample partners see also Template B
D) PRESS CONFERENCES
We did 2 press conferences: the first was in Italy, at the beginning of the project (kick of meeting),
the second was in Elche (July 2009). This was the occasion to define some tools of dissemination,
like the drafting of article to press and to web site, the drafting of schema for the organizational
activities and for the contents to produce, to follow for the next activities in calendar.
*for the organization of other press conferences by Sample partners see also Template B
E) COMMUNICATION IN SPECIALIZED PRESS
• Publication of an articles for the SCOOP project
F) THE SSH POLICY BRIEF
We published a SSH Policy brief. As the term Policy Brief implies, this form of publication describes
project results (especially political results) referring to an audience of non experts. The five parts of
our policy brief were:
1) Introduction. a presentation of the main aims of the project;
2) Scientific evidence and analysis. This section included the most important policy-relevant
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information our project has produced: empirical data and cogent analysis. In other words: new
knowledge;
3) Policy Implications and Recommendations. We underlined here the policy relevance of our
findings and we articulated recommendations for policymakers based on our findings;
4) Research Parameters. We described here scientific and methodological approached with a simple
language;
5) Project Identity. information about Sample partners.
All the partners contributed to the redaction of the policy brief and realised a big effort to individuate
and highlight the policy implications of Sample project. The policy brief has been distributed at
NTTS Conference in Brussels and also by mail.
Address of project public website and relevant contact details
Coordinator
Prof. Monica Pratesi, Università di Pisa - Dipartimento di Statistica e Matematica Applicata
all'Economia (UNIPI-DSMAE)
Website
www.sample-project.eu
For more information coordinator@sample-project.eu
Consortium. Details and contacts
• Università di Siena - Centro Interdipartimentale di Ricerca sulla Distribuzione del Reddito
(CRIDIRE), ITALY
Prof. Achille Lemmi, lemmi@unisi.it
• Cathie Marsh Centre for Census and Survey Research, University of Manchester (CCSR), UK /
School of Social Sciences University of Southampton (SOTON), UK
Dr. Nikos Tzavidis, N.TZAVIDIS@soton.ac.uk
• Departamento de Estadística, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid (UCM3), SPAIN
Dr. Isabel Molina, isabel.molina@uc3m.es
• Centro de Investigación Operativa, Universidad Miguel Hernandez de Elche (UMH), SPAIN
Prof. Domingo Morales, d.morales@umh.es
• Warsaw School of Economics (WSE), POLAND
Prof. Tomasz Panek, tompa10@interia.pl
• Provincia di Pisa - U.O. Studi e Ricerche - Osservatorio per le Politiche Sociali - Ufficio Politiche
Comunitarie (PP), ITALY
Dr. Paolo Prosperini, p.prosperini@provincia.pisa.it
Dr. Claudio Rognini, c.rognini@provincia.pisa.it
• Simurg Ricerche (SR), ITALY
Dr. Moreno Toigo, simurg@simurgricerche.it
• Central Statistical Office (GUS, G#ówny Urz#d Statystyczny), POLAND
Dr. Mariusz Kraj, m.kraj@stat.gov.pl
SEVENTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME
THEME FP7-SSH-2007-1
Socio-economic sciences and the Humanities Part 8
Collaborative Project - Small or medium-scale focused research project
Grant Agreement n.: 217565
Duration
March 2008 – February 2011 (36 months)
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4.2 Use and dissemination of foreground
Section A (public)
Publications (peer reviewed)
LIST OF SCIENTIFIC (PEER REVIEWED) PUBLICATIONS, STARTING WITH THE MOST IMPORTANT ONES
No.

1

DOI

Title

Main author

Publisher

Place of
publication

Date of
publication

Relevant pages

Permanent
identifiers (if
applicable)

Is open access
provided to this
publication?

Statistics in
Transitions

Vol. 11, No 2,
October 2011

Polish Statistical
Association

Warsaw

17/10/2011

pp. 361 - 380

No

Statistics in
Transitions

Vol. 11, No 2,
October 2011

Polish Statistical
Association

Warsaw

17/10/2011

pp. 231 – 252

No

3

Wska#niki
Tomasz Panek
Wiadomo#ci
No 12,
Polish Central
ubóstwa w
Statystycze ( December 2009 Statistical Office
uj#ciu
Statistical News)
wielowymiarowym
( Poverty
indicies in
multidimensional
approach)

Warsaw

05/12/2009

pp. 1 – 19

Yes

4

Wielowymiarowy Tomasz Panek
Wiadomo#ci
No 2, February Polish Central
obraz ubóstwa w
Statystycze (
2010
Statistical Office
Polsce w uj#ciu
Statistical News)

Warsaw

07/02/2010

pp. 18 – 37

No

2

Multidimensional Tomasz Panek
approach to
poverty
measurement:
fuzzy measures
of the incidence
and the depth of
poverty

Title of the
Number, date or
periodical or the
frequency
series

Development of
standard errors
estimation
methods in
complex
household
sample surveys
in Poland

Jan Kordos,
Agnieszka
Zi#ba-Pietrzak
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terytorialnym (A
multidimensional
poverty picture
in Poland by
regions)
5

Comparing three Jan Kordos,
methods of
Agnieszka
standard error Zi#ba-Pietrzak
estimation for
poverty
measures

10.1080/02664763.2010.515674
6
Taylor
linearization
sampling errors
and design
effects for
poverty
measures and
other complex
statistics
7

Verma Vijay,
Betti Gianni

Multidimensional Tomasz Panek
approach to
poverty
measurement:
fuzzy measures
of the incidence
and the depth of
poverty
Jan Kordos,
Agnieszka
Zi#ba-Pietrzak

J. Wywia#, W.
Gamrot (Eds),
Research in
Social and
Economic
Surveys
Journal of
Applied
Statistics

University of
Economics

Katowice

12/04/2010

Springer

New York,
London

12/04/2011

11-26

No

No

Statistics in
Transitions

Vol. 11, No 2,
October 2010

Polish Statistical
Association

Warsaw

14/02/2011

pp. 361 – 380

No

Statistics in
Transitions

Vol. 11, No 2,
October 2010

Polish Statistical
Association

Warsaw

07/02/2010

pp. 231 – 252

No

12(2)

Pushpa
Publishing
House

Allahabad - 211
002, INDIA

05/08/2009

pp. 235-273.

No

8

Development of
standard errors
estimation
methods in
complex
household
sample surveys
in Poland

9

Fuzzy measures Betti G., Verma Advances and
of the incidence
V.
Applications in
of relative
Statistics
poverty and
deprivation: a
longitudinal and
comparative
perspective
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10

Aassve A., Betti
G., Mazzuco S.,
Mencarini L

Significance,
The Royal
Statistical
Society

5(3)

18/03/2008

pp. 108-111

No

11

Poverty and
Ballini F., Betti
Inequality
G., Carrette S.,
mapping in the
Neri L.
Commonwealth
of Dominica

Estudios
Economicos

24

05/12/2009

pp. 123-162.

No

12

Fuzzy measures Betti G., Verma
of the incidence
V.
of relative
poverty and
deprivation: a
multi-dimensional
perspective

Statistical
Methods and
Applications

17(2)

08/02/2008

pp. 225-250

No

Eastern
European
Economics

46(6)

22/04/2008

pp. 87-101

No

63(1/2)

17/01/2009

p. 27-47.

No

23/06/2009

pp. 441-458

No

24/02/2010

pp. 369-38

No

13

14

Marital
disruption and
economic
wellbeing

Variance
estimates of
poverty and
inequality
measures in
Albania

Betti G., Ballini
F.

Multidimensional Betti G., Lemmi Rivista Italiana
aspects of
A., Verma V
di Economia,
poverty and
Demografia e
living
Statistica
conditions: the
estimation at
Regional level

15

Bootstrap for
estimating the
mean squared
error of the
spatial EBLUP

I. Molina, N.
Salvati and M.
Pratesi

Computational
Statistics

No.24

16

Small Area
Estimation of
Poverty
Indicators

I. Molina and J.
N. K. Rao

Canadian
Journal of
Statistics

No. 38

10.1007/s11749-010-0206-2
17
Estimation of
mean squared
error of
model-based
small area

G. S. Datta, T.
Kubokaw,

Test

In print
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estimators.
10.1007/978-3-642-14746-3_29
18
Area-Level time M.D. Esteban, Combining Soft Volume 77/2010 Springer Verlag
models for small D. Morales, A. computing and
area estimation
Pérez, L.
Statistical
of poverty
Santamaría
Methods in Data
indicators
Analysis.
19

20

A Fay-Herriot
M. Herrador, Communications
model with
M.D. Esteban,
in Statistics
different random T. Hobza, D.
(Theory and
effect variances
Morales
Methods).
Disaggregate-level
Chandra
estimates of
Hukum, Salvati
indebtedness in Nicola and UC
the state of Uttar
Sud
Pradesh in
India-an
application of
small area
estimation
technique

Journal of
Applied
Statistics

Forthcoming

TEST

Forthcoming

Fabrizi E.,
Salvati N. and
Monica Pratesi

Constrained
Small Area
Estimators
Based on
M-Quantile
Methods

Journal of
Official
Statistics,
Forthcoming

Salvati N.,
Tzavidis N.,
Pratesi M.,
Chambers R.

TEST

Forthcoming

10.1007/s11749-010-0231-1.
21
'Small Area
Salvati Nicola,
Estimation Via Tzavidis Nikos,
M-quantile
Monica Pratesi
Geographically and Chambers
Weighted
Ray
Regression
22

Constrained
Small Area
Estimators
Based on
M-Quantile
Methods

10.1007/s11749-010-0231-1
23
Small Area
Estimation Via
M-quantile
Geographically
Weighted
Regression

Vol. 10

10.1080/0094965090375237
24
Small area
Salvati N.,
estimation of the Ranalli, M.G.
mean using no and Pratesi M.
arametric
M-quantile
Project No.: 217565
Period number: 1st
Ref: 217565_Final_Report-11_20120424_151718_CET.pdf

Forthcoming in
Journal of
Statistical
Computation &
Simulation

Taylor &
Francis Group

18/05/2010

233-237 http://www.springer.com/
engineering/mathematical/
book/978-3-642-14745-6

17/10/2011

785-797 http://www.tandf.co.uk/j
Yes
ournals/titles/03610926.asp

23/06/2012

Forthcoming

No

No

No

18/04/2012

Forthcoming

No

No

Yes
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regression: a
comparison
when a linear
mixed model
does not hold
25

Small area
estimation of
poverty
indicators

M.Pratesi, C.
Giusti, S.
Marchetti

L.Fabbris, C.
Davino (eds),
Statistical
Survey: thinking
about
methodology
and applicat

Forthcoming

Springer-Verlag

04/06/2012

Forthcoming

No

LIST OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
No.

Type of activities

Main Leader

Title

Date

1

Presentations

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

Comparing three
methods of standard
error estimation for
poverty measures

21/09/2009

2

Press releases

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

The Socio-economic
situation in Poland
in November 2009

23/12/2009

Warsaw

Medias

Poland

3

Presentations

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

Comparison of two
bootstrap methods
of standard error
estimation for some
poverty measures

24/03/2010

Seminar
“Presentation of
Sample project”,
Warsaw

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research) - Policy
makers

Poland

4

Presentations

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

Multidimensional
poverty comparison
between the Italian
and the Polish
regions

06/10/2010

SAMPLE Seminar,
Scientific
Siena
community (higher
education,
Research)

Poland, Italy

5

Presentations

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

Reweighted
bootstrap standard
error estimates for
income poverty
measures

06/10/2010

SAMPLE Seminar,
Scientific
Siena
community (higher
education,
Research)

Poland, Italy
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Place

Type of audience

6th Conference
Scientific
“Survey Sampling community (higher
in Economic and
education,
Social Research,
Research)
Katowice, Poland

Size of audience

Countries addressed
Poland
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6

Presentations

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

“Some remarks on
bootstrap,
confidence interval
and calibration in
social surveys

08/11/2010

7

Presentations

SZKOLA
GLOWNA
HANDLOWA W
WARSZAWIE

the
multidimensional
assessment of the
incidence and the
depth of poverty in
Poland

16/02/2011

8

Web
sites/Applications

PROVINCIA DI
PISA

Creation of the
Sample section on
the Province website

01/06/2010

Pisa

Civil society Policy makers

Italy

9

Web
sites/Applications

PROVINCIA DI
PISA

Creation of a section
for the Poverty
Observatory on the
Province

01/06/2010

Pisa

Civil society Policy makers

Italy

10

Articles published in
the popular press

PROVINCIA DI
PISA

Press articles (local
press) about the
beginning of Sample
project

17/05/2008

Pisa

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research) - Civil
society - Policy
makers - Medias

Italy

11

Articles published in
the popular press

PROVINCIA DI
PISA

Press articles (local
press) about the
participation to
Sample final
Meeting and to
NTTS Conference

22/02/2011

Pisa

Civil society Policy makers Medias

Italy

12

Workshops

PROVINCIA DI
PISA

Presentation of
Sample project

15/09/2008

Tuscany, regional
workshops

Civil society Policy makers

Italy

13

Web
sites/Applications

PROVINCIA DI
PISA

News on web page
of Europe Direct

23/02/2011

Pisa

Civil society Policy makers

Italy

14

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD Spring School 2009
MIGUEL
of COST Action
HERNANDEZ DE
IC0702
ELCHE

18/05/2009

Oviedo, Spain

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

15

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
MIGUEL
HERNANDEZ DE

29/06/2009

Elche, Spain

Scientific
community (higher
education,

International
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SAE2009
Conference on
Small Area

Conference
“Multivariate
Statistical
Analysis", #ód

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

Poland

Seminar “Poverty
Scientific
in Poland", Warsaw community (higher
education,
Research) - Policy
makers - Medias

Poland
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ELCHE

Estimation

Research)

16

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
MIGUEL
HERNANDEZ DE
ELCHE

XXXII Congreso
Nacional de
Estadística e
Investigación
Operativa

14/09/2010

La Coruña, Spain

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

17

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
MIGUEL
HERNANDEZ DE
ELCHE

5th International
Conference on Soft
Methods in
Probability and
Statistics

28/09/2010

Oviedo, Spain

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

18

Publication

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

3rd International
Conference of the
ERCIM Working
Group on
Computing &
Statistics (ERCIM
10).

10/12/2010

London, United
Kingdom

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

19

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
CARLOS III DE
MADRID

First Workshop of
the ERCIM
Working Groups on
Computing &
Statistics
(ERCIM’08)

19/06/2008

Neuchatel,
Switzerland

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

20

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
CARLOS III DE
MADRID

XXXI Congreso
Nacional de
Estadística e
Investigación
Operativa y V
Jornadas de
Estadística Pública

10/02/2009

Murcia, Spain

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

21

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
CARLOS III DE
MADRID

New Techniques
and Technologies
for Statistics (NTTS
2009)

18/02/2009

Brussels, Belgium

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

22

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
CARLOS III DE
MADRID

SAE 2009
Conference on
Small Area
Estimation

20/06/2009

Elche, Spain

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

23

Conference

UNIVERSIDAD
CARLOS III DE
MADRID

57th Session of the
International
Statistical Institute

16/08/2009

Durban, South
Africa

Scientific
community (higher
education,

International
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(ISI 2009)

Research)

24

Presentations

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

Matching Eusilc and
administrative data
for studying poverty
and social exclusion
at local level

22/02/2011

NTTS Conference
Scientific
2011, Brussels,
community (higher
Belgium
education,
Research) - Policy
makers

International

25

Presentations

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

Non-parametric
bootstrap mean
squared error
estimation for
M-quantile
estimates of small
area means

22/02/2011

NTTS Conference
Scientific
2011, Brussels,
community (higher
Belgium
education,
Research)

International

26

Presentations

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

Nonparametric
Bootstrap Mean
Squared Error
Estimation for Small
Area Means,
Quantiles and
Poverty In

10/12/2010

ERCIM 2010,
London

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

27

Presentations

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

The Small Area
Estimation of the
quantiles of income
distribution.

04/10/2010

Forum sulle
disuguaglianze,
Siena, Italy

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

28

Presentations

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

Recent advances in
small area
methodologies for
poverty estimation

22/02/2011

NTTS 2011,
Brussels, Poster
presentation

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

29

Presentations

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

Small area
estimation of
poverty indicators

20/09/2010

Workshop
Scientific
-Statistical Survey: community (higher
thinking about
education,
methodology and
Research)
applications,
Macerata, Italy

International

30

Workshops

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

SAMPLE sessions
at NTTS

23/09/2010

Brussels, Belgium

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

31

Conference

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

ITACOSM 2011

27/06/2011

Pisa, Italy

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International
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32

Conference

THE UNIVERSITY
OF MANCHESTER

ERCIM 2011

17/12/2011

London, United
Kingdom

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

33

Conference

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

SAE 2011

11/08/2011

Trier, Germany

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

34

Conference

UNIVERSITA DI
PISA

ISI 2011

21/08/2011

Dublin, Ireland

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

35

Workshops

SIMURG
Meeting with OSR
CONSULENZE E
to discuss SM
SERVIZI DI
activity in the field
MIRANI DANIELE
of social
SALVUCCI
observatories and
CLAUDIO E
poverty research
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

03/07/0008

Osservatorio
Sociale Regionale
(OSR)

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

Italy

36

Workshops

SIMURG
OSR Firenze:
CONSULENZE E meeting for mapping
SERVIZI DI
information flows
MIRANI DANIELE socio-health areas
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

12/09/0008

Osservatorio
Sociale Regionale
(OSR)

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

37

Presentations

SIMURG
CONSULENZE E
SERVIZI DI
MIRANI DANIELE
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

Presentation
integrated health
plan (PIS)

20/10/0008

Province of
Grosseto

Policy makers

Italy

38

Publication

SIMURG
CONSULENZE E
SERVIZI DI
MIRANI DANIELE
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

Presentation
integrated health
plan (PIS)

05/11/0008

Province of
Grosseto conference room

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research) - Civil
society - Policy
makers - Medias

Italy
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39

Presentations

SIMURG
SAMPLE
CONSULENZE E
presentation at a
SERVIZI DI
conference on equal
MIRANI DANIELE
opportunities
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

06/02/0009

40

Workshops

SIMURG
Meeting with
CONSULENZE E AMELI project team
SERVIZI DI
MIRANI DANIELE
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

02/07/0009

University of Elche
Scientific
(Spain)
community (higher
education,
Research)

International

41

Presentations

SIMURG
Public presentation
CONSULENZE E
statistical dossier
SERVIZI DI
Lucca
MIRANI DANIELE
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

29/01/0010

Province of Lucca Scientific
conference room community (higher
education,
Research) - Civil
society - Policy
makers

Italy

42

Presentations

SIMURG
Presentetion
CONSULENZE E "Antenne esclusione
SERVIZI DI
sociale"
MIRANI DANIELE
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

31/05/0010

43

Presentations

SIMURG
CONSULENZE E
SERVIZI DI
MIRANI DANIELE
SALVUCCI
CLAUDIO E
TOIGOMORENO
SNC

22/02/2011
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Final presentation
SAMPLE

Province of
Grosseto conference room

Province of
Grosseto conference room

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research) - Civil
society - Policy
makers - Medias

Scientific
community (higher
education,
Research) - Civil
society - Policy
makers

NTTS Conference
Scientific
2011, Brussels,
community (higher
Belgium
education,
Research) - Policy
makers

Italy

Italy

International
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Section B (Confidential or public: confidential information marked clearly)
LIST OF APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, REGISTERED DESIGNS,UTILITY MODELS, ETC.
Type of IP Rights

Confidential

Foreseen embargo date
dd/mm/yyyy

Application reference(s) (e.g.
EP123456)

Subject or title of application

Applicant(s) (as on the
application)

OVERVIEW TABLE WITH EXPLOITABLE FOREGROUND
Type of Exploitable
Foreground

Description of
Exploitable
Foreground

Exploitation of Social Innovation is
results through
a goal to be reached
(social) innovation through scientific
research over more
effective and
participative
models of
governance at
national,
international and
supranational level.
As a matter of fact
Social Innovation is
the engine that will
ensure the
movement of our
society towards
social cohesion. In
this perspective,
SAMPLE project
has defined
indicators and
methods to measure
poverty and living
conditions (also in
a multidimensional
approach) at local
level, exploiting
statistical survey
and administrative
data, and to
Project No.: 217565
Period number: 1st
Ref: 217565_Final_Report-11_20120424_151718_CET.pdf

Confidential

Foreseen embargo
date dd/mm/yyyy

Exploitable
product(s) or
measure(s)

Sector(s) of
application

No

24/04/2012

List of old and new
(also
multidimensional)
poverty and
vulnerabilities
indicators; R
functions for
estimation of
poverty and
vulnerabilities
indicators at small
area level; open
source software and
a web-site to
manage data and to
monitor selected
social indicators at
LAU1 and LAU2
level by local
authorities and
stakeholders

Public sector

Timetable for
Patents or other IPR
Owner and Other
commercial use or
exploitation
Beneficiary(s) involved
any other use
(licences)
Free access from
24/04/2012

No patents

All the partners of the
Consortium
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disseminate the
results. The
exploitable
products of
SAMPLE project
envision Smart
cities where better
e-services to
citizens and
businesses will
allow for a more
effective
identification of
vulnerable groups
and a more focused
distribution of
services that will
encourage social
cohesion and will
increase resilience
of vulnerable
groups.

ADDITIONAL TEMPLATE B2: OVERVIEW TABLE WITH EXPLOITABLE FOREGROUND
Description of Exploitable
Foreground

Explain of the Exploitable Foreground

Social Innovation is a goal to be
SAMPLE provides an easy-to-use tools to engage people against social exclusion through data and indicators rich visualisation and discussion. The
reached through scientific research long-term outcome of this tools is to improve the understanding of the social exclusion processes at a local level by all people working in the field of social
over more effective and
policy making.
participative models of governance
at national, international and
supranational level. As a matter of
fact Social Innovation is the engine
that will ensure the movement of
our society towards social
cohesion. In this perspective,
SAMPLE project has defined
indicators and methods to measure
poverty and living conditions (also
in a multidimensional approach) at
local level, exploiting statistical
survey and administrative data, and
to disseminate the results. The
exploitable products of SAMPLE
Project No.: 217565
Period number: 1st
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project envision Smart cities where
better e-services to citizens and
businesses will allow for a more
effective identification of
vulnerable groups and a more
focused distribution of services that
will encourage social cohesion and
will increase resilience of
vulnerable groups.
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4.3 Report on societal implications
B. Ethics
1. Did your project undergo an Ethics Review No
(and/or Screening)?
If Yes: have you described the progress of
compliance with the relevant Ethics
Review/Screening Requirements in the frame
of the periodic/final reports?
2. Please indicate whether your project involved any of the following issues :
RESEARCH ON HUMANS

Did the project involve children?

No

Did the project involve patients?

No

Did the project involve persons not able to
consent?

No

Did the project involve adult healthy
volunteers?

No

Did the project involve Human genetic
material?

No

Did the project involve Human biological
samples?

No

Did the project involve Human data
collection?

No

RESEARCH ON HUMAN EMBRYO/FOETUS

Did the project involve Human Embryos?

No

Did the project involve Human Foetal Tissue / No
Cells?
Did the project involve Human Embryonic
Stem Cells (hESCs)?

No

Did the project on human Embryonic Stem
Cells involve cells in culture?

No

Did the project on human Embryonic Stem
Cells involve the derivation of cells from
Embryos?

No

PRIVACY

Did the project involve processing of genetic
information or personal data (eg. health,
sexual lifestyle, ethnicity, political opinion,
religious or philosophical conviction)?

Yes

Did the project involve tracking the location
or observation of people?

Yes

RESEARCH ON ANIMALS
Project No.: 217565
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Did the project involve research on animals?

No

Were those animals transgenic small
laboratory animals?

No

Were those animals transgenic farm animals? No
Were those animals cloned farm animals?

No

Were those animals non-human primates?

No

RESEARCH INVOLVING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Did the project involve the use of local
resources (genetic, animal, plant etc)?

No

Was the project of benefit to local community No
(capacity building, access to healthcare,
education etc)?
DUAL USE

Research having direct military use

No

Research having potential for terrorist abuse

No

C. Workforce Statistics
3. Workforce statistics for the project: Please indicate in the table below the number of people
who worked on the project (on a headcount basis).
Type of Position

Number of Women

Number of Men

Scientific Coordinator

3

1

Work package leaders

0

6

Experienced researchers (i.e. PhD holders)

9

15

PhD student

4

2

Other

0

0

4. How many additional researchers (in
companies and universities) were recruited
specifically for this project?

0

Of which, indicate the number of men:

0
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D. Gender Aspects
5. Did you carry out specific Gender Equality No
Actions under the project ?
6. Which of the following actions did you carry out and how effective were they?
Design and implement an equal opportunity
policy

Not Applicable

Set targets to achieve a gender balance in the
workforce

Not Applicable

Organise conferences and workshops on
gender

Not Applicable

Actions to improve work-life balance

Not Applicable

Other:
7. Was there a gender dimension associated
with the research content - i.e. wherever
people were the focus of the research as, for
example, consumers, users, patients or in
trials, was the issue of gender considered and
addressed?

No

If yes, please specify:

E. Synergies with Science Education
8. Did your project involve working with
students and/or school pupils (e.g. open days,
participation in science festivals and events,
prizes/competitions or joint projects)?

No

If yes, please specify:
9. Did the project generate any science
education material (e.g. kits, websites,
explanatory booklets, DVDs)?

No

F. Interdisciplinarity
10. Which disciplines (see list below) are involved in your project?
Main discipline:
Associated discipline:

5.2 Economics

Associated discipline:

G. Engaging with Civil society and policy makers
11a. Did your project engage with societal
actors beyond the research community? (if
'No', go to Question 14)

Project No.: 217565
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11b. If yes, did you engage with citizens
(citizens' panels / juries) or organised civil
society (NGOs, patients' groups etc.)?

Yes - in determining what research should be
performed

11c. In doing so, did your project involve
actors whose role is mainly to organise the
dialogue with citizens and organised civil
society (e.g. professional mediator;
communication company, science museums)?

No

12. Did you engage with government / public
bodies or policy makers (including
international organisations)

Yes- in framing the research agenda

13a. Will the project generate outputs
(expertise or scientific advice) which could be
used by policy makers?

Yes - as a primary objective (please indicate areas
below multiple answers possible)

13b. If Yes, in which fields?
Agriculture

No

Audiovisual and Media

No

Budget

No

Competition

No

Consumers

No

Culture

No

Customs

No

Development Economic and Monetary Affairs No
Education, Training, Youth

No

Employment and Social Affairs

No

Energy

No

Enlargement

No

Enterprise

No

Environment

No

External Relations

No

External Trade

No

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs

No

Food Safety

No

Foreign and Security Policy

No

Fraud

No

Humanitarian aid

No

Human rightsd

No

Information Society

Yes

Institutional affairs

No
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Internal Market

No

Justice, freedom and security

No

Public Health

No

Regional Policy

No

Research and Innovation

Yes

Space

No

Taxation

No

Transport

No

13c. If Yes, at which level?

Local / regional levels

H. Use and dissemination
14. How many Articles were
published/accepted for publication in
peer-reviewed journals?

25

To how many of these is open access
provided?

3

How many of these are published in open
access journals?

3

How many of these are published in open
repositories?

0

To how many of these is open access not
provided?

22

Please check all applicable reasons for not providing open access:
publisher's licensing agreement would not
permit publishing in a repository

No

no suitable repository available

No

no suitable open access journal available

No

no funds available to publish in an open access No
journal
lack of time and resources

No

lack of information on open access

No

If other - please specify
15. How many new patent applications
('priority filings') have been made?
("Technologically unique": multiple
applications for the same invention in
different jurisdictions should be counted as
just one application of grant).

0

16. Indicate how many of the following Intellectual Property Rights were applied for (give
number in each box).
Trademark

0

Registered design

0
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Other

0

17. How many spin-off companies were
created / are planned as a direct result of the
project?

0

Indicate the approximate number of
additional jobs in these companies:

0

18. Please indicate whether your project has a Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify,
potential impact on employment, in
None of the above / not relevant to the project
comparison with the situation before your
project:
19. For your project partnership please
estimate the employment effect resulting
directly from your participation in Full Time
Equivalent (FTE = one person working
fulltime for a year) jobs:

0Difficult to estimate / not possible to quantify

I. Media and Communication to the general public
20. As part of the project, were any of the
beneficiaries professionals in communication
or media relations?

No

21. As part of the project, have any
beneficiaries received professional media /
communication training / advice to improve
communication with the general public?

No

22. Which of the following have been used to communicate information about your project to
the general public, or have resulted from your project?
Press Release

Yes

Media briefing

No

TV coverage / report

No

Radio coverage / report

Yes

Brochures /posters / flyers

Yes

DVD /Film /Multimedia

No

Coverage in specialist press

No

Coverage in general (non-specialist) press

No

Coverage in national press

No

Coverage in international press

No

Website for the general public / internet

Yes

Event targeting general public (festival,
conference, exhibition, science café)

Yes

23. In which languages are the information products for the general public produced?
Language of the coordinator
Project No.: 217565
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